Quiet Zone Enhancement for a Target Location Using an Improved Virtual Sensing Algorithm
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Abstract: Generating a quiet zone at a target location is the ultimate goal of active noise control (ANC). Generally, the best noise cancellation is achieved at the locations of error sensors. However, the distribution of physical error sensors at a given location is not always convenient or feasible. To overcome this challenge, a number of virtual sensing algorithms for ANC have been researched. Using the physical error signals and knowledge of the system, the adaptive least mean square (LMS) virtual sensing algorithm estimates the error signal at a location that is remote from the physical error sensor, referred to as the virtual location. It achieves excellent performance under the assumption that the unknown primary path is fixed, but its performance decreases significantly if the path is constantly changing. This paper presents a real-time ANC system with an improved virtual sensing algorithm to solve this problem. The proposed system was tested to enhance the quiet zone in a constantly changing environment; an enhanced quiet zone was created, and the noise cancellation, especially at the target location, obviously improved.
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1. Introduction

Active noise control (ANC) cancels primary noise by generating and combining anti-noise (with equal amplitude but opposite phase) at the location of the error microphone. It efficiently attenuates low-frequency noise with benefits in size and cost [1]. Generating a quiet zone, in which the noise is canceled, is the main purpose. A quiet zone with sufficient size and good noise attenuation is considerably significant. Here, a multichannel real-time ANC system was designed to achieve this goal. The multichannel ANC employs one reference microphone, two canceling speakers, and four physical error microphones. A floating-point digital signal processor, TMS320C6713, was used to conduct the real-time experiments.

Generally, the best noise cancellation of a quiet zone is achieved at the locations of error sensors, and the distribution of physical error sensors should be close to the target location [2–5]. However, this might not always be a feasible solution. To enable a microphone as an error sensor to be located away from the target position, several virtual sensing algorithms for ANC have been researched [6–21]. The adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm estimates the error signal by placing a number of physical microphones in space and another physical microphone at the desired location temporarily. It is possible to adapt the gains of the sensing microphones so that the weighted sum of these signals produces the same signal as that of the desired microphone output [6]. Once convergence has been achieved, the weights may be fixed and the roaming microphone is removed, which results in an optimal virtual microphone. The idea of the adaptive LMS virtual sensing is very attractive for some applications; however, if the unknown primary path is constantly varying, the adaptive LMS virtual...
sensing algorithm cannot maintain excellent performance. This paper presents a modified adaptive LMS algorithm to solve this problem. The proposed algorithm achieves the microphone weights on the basis of the secondary paths, the secondary paths are fixed during the system operation. Thus, the proposed algorithm effectively eliminates the influence of a constantly changing primary path. A multichannel ANC with an improved virtual sensing algorithm was then designed to enhance the noise cancellation at the target location.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the design of real-time multichannel ANC system. In Section 3, the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm is introduced and the improved adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm is proposed. Experimental results are presented in Section 4, and the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Multichannel Real-Time ANC System

The filtered-x least mean square (FXLMS) algorithm has been widely used in practical ANC due to its robustness and simplicity. In our proposed system, the multichannel delay-compensated FXLMS algorithm is applied [22], it achieves a faster convergence rate and better performance with only double computation load, and this guarantees the possibility of real-time implementation. The multichannel delay-compensated FXLMS is illustrated in Figure 1. It employs I reference sensors to form the reference signal vector, generates J canceling signals to drive the corresponding secondary sources, and distributes K error sensors over desired locations to measure the residual noise components.

![Block diagram of multichannel delay-compensated filtered-x least mean square (FXLMS) algorithm.](image)

The wide arrows represent an array of signals that are symbolically expressed as vectors. The matrix \( P(z) \) represents \( K \times I \) primary path transfer functions, \( p_{k,i} \), from the reference signal \( x_i(n) \) to each error signal \( e_k(n) \). The matrix \( s(z) \) represents \( K \times J \) secondary-path transfer functions, \( s_{k,j} \), from \( J \) secondary sources to \( K \) error sensors. There are \( I \times I \) possible feedforward channels, each demanding a separate adaptive filter \( w_{j,i}(n) \), and these adaptive filters are represented by the matrix \( W(z) \). The multichannel delay-compensated FXLMS algorithm uses the estimated plant models \( \hat{s}_{k,j} \) to subtract the contribution of the secondary path from the error signals so that the estimated primary field signals \( d_k^p(n) \) are obtained. The adaptive filters \( W(z) \) then try to predict the estimated signals \( d_k^p(n) \) instead of the original \( d_k(n) \) signals.

Using the following additional notations, we obtained the multichannel delay-compensated FXLMS algorithm described by Equations (1)-(5), where \( w_{j,i}(n) \), \( l = 0, 1, \ldots, L - 1 \) are the coefficients of the \( L \)th order FIR filter \( w_{j,i}(n) \), \( \hat{s}_{k,j,m} \), \( m = 0, 1, \ldots, M - 1 \) are the coefficients of the \( M \)th order FIR filter \( \hat{s}_{k,j,m} \), \( \mu \) controls the step size of adaptive filter, \( y_j(n) \) is the \( j \)th cancelling noise signal,


\[ x'_{i,j,k}(n) \] is the filtered reference signal, \( d'_k(n) \) is the estimation of the primary sound field \( d_k(n) \) at the \( k \)th error sensor, and \( d'_k(n) \) is the alternative error signal.

\[ y_j(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{I} w_{ji}^T(n)x_i(n) \]  

(1)

where \( x_i(n) = [x_i(n), x_i(n-1), \ldots, x_i(n-L+1)]^T \) and \( w_{ji}(n) = [w_{ji,0}(n), w_{ji,1}(n), \ldots, w_{ji,L-1}(n)]^T \).

\[ x'_{i,j,k}(n) = \delta_{ji}^T x_i(n) \]  

(2)

where \( x_i(n) = [x_i(n), x_i(n-1), \ldots, x_i(n-M+1)]^T \) and \( \delta_{k,j} = [\delta_{k,j,0}, \delta_{k,j,1}, \ldots, \delta_{k,j,M-1}]^T \).

\[ d'_k(n) = e_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} \delta_{k,j}^T y_j(n) \]  

(3)

where \( y_i(n) = [y_i(n), y_i(n-1), \ldots, y_i(n-M+1)]^T \).

\[ e'_k(n) = d'_k(n) + \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{j=1}^{J} w_{ji}^T(n)x'_{i,j,k}(n) \]

\[ = e_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} \delta_{k,j}^T y_j(n) + \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{j=1}^{J} w_{ji}^T(n)x'_{i,j,k}(n) \]  

(4)

where \( x'_{i,j,k}(n) = [x'_{i,j,k}(n), x'_{i,j,k}(n-1), \ldots, x'_{i,j,k}(n-L+1)]^T \).

\[ w_{ji}(n+1) = w_{ji}(n) - \mu \sum_{k=1}^{K} x'_{i,j,k}(n)e_k(n). \]  

(5)

Applying the delay-compensated FXLMS, a real-time ANC system was designed. It employs a \( 1 \times 2 \times 4 \) multi-channel structure as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The structure of multichannel real-time active noise control (ANC) system.](image-url)
The primary noise was generated by a function generator and output from a powered
studio monitor speaker—YAMAHA HS50. The reference microphone and error microphones were
unidirectional condenser microphones with a 46 ± 4 dB sensitivity and a 70 Hz –20 kHz frequency
response range. The canceling loudspeakers had the same specifications as the primary loudspeaker.

The system was implemented in the TMS320C6713 digital signal processor kit; the kit employs
12-bit 8-channel A/D convertor AD7888 and 12-bit 4-channel D/A convertor AD7564. Both the
analog input voltage of A/D convertor and analog output voltage of D/A convertor were 0–2.5 V,
so the +1.25 V bias voltage before the ADC signal input and the −1.25 V bias voltage after the DAC
signal output were necessary. The anti-aliasing filter and reconstruction filter were 4th-order low-pass
Butterworth filters. Their passband frequency was 750 Hz, and the stopband frequency was set to
1000 Hz with −9 dB stopband attenuation. For the operational amplifier, a balanced input microphone
amplifier circuit with adjustable gain was designed using a high-fidelity audio operational amplifier
IC LME49740.

Our system was implemented in a 15 m × 10 m × 3 m room; the height of the microphones and
speakers, with their stands, was adjusted to 1.5 m.

3. Virtual Sensing Algorithm

3.1. Adaptive LMS Virtual Sensing Algorithm for ANC

ANC with virtual sensors has been researched to generate quiet zones at locations where the
arrangement of physical microphones is inconvenient. The virtual sensing algorithm estimates the
error signal at the desired location that is remote from the physical error sensors. Instead of minimizing
the physical error signal, ANC minimizes the estimated signal to enhance the quiet zone, as shown in
Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The multichannel ANC with virtual sensor.](image)

This idea was introduced by Elliott and David [10], and a number of virtual sensing algorithms
have been developed and applied to ANC. The adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm with a simple
structure and good performance was introduced by Cazzolato [6].

Placing K physical microphones in place and another physical microphone at the desired location
temporarily, switching the secondary source off and exciting the primary speaker with band-limited
white noise, the adaptive LMS algorithm was utilized to adapt the weights, $h_k(n)$, of the physical
microphone signals, $d_k(n)$, as illustrated in Figure 4.
The weighted summation of these signals minimizes the mean square difference, $e(n)$, between the predicted signal, $\hat{d}_v(n)$, and that, $d_v(n)$, measured by the temporarily placed physical microphone. The filter’s coefficients are updated by the LMS algorithm, expressed as follows:

$$h_k(n+1) = h_k(n) + 2\mu d_k(n)e(n).$$ \hfill (6)

Once the weights have converged, they are fixed and the temporary microphone is removed from the virtual location. During the online operation, the fixed error sensor weights are represented as $\hat{h}_k = [\hat{h}_{k,0}, \hat{h}_{k,1}, \ldots, \hat{h}_{k,N-1}]^T$, and $N$ is the length of the error sensor weighs. Then, the primary noise signal at the virtual location is estimated as

$$\hat{d}_v(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{h}_k^T d_k(n)$$ \hfill (7)

where $d_k(n) = [d_k(n), d_k(n-1), \ldots, d_k(n-N+1)]^T$. Here, the primary noise signals, $d_k(n)$, at physical microphone locations can be approximated by

$$d_k(n) = e_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} s_{k,j}^T y_j(n) \approx e_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} \hat{s}_{v,j}^T y_j(n).$$ \hfill (8)

The cancelling noise at the desired location can be achieved by

$$y'_v(n) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \hat{s}_{v,j}^T y_j(n) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{J} \hat{s}_{v,j}^T y_j(n)$$ \hfill (9)

where $\hat{s}_{v,j}$ is the estimated secondary path $s_{v,j}$ (from $j$th canceling speaker to the virtual sensor). Finally, the error signal $e_v(n)$ at the virtual microphone location is estimated as

$$\hat{e}_v(n) = \hat{d}_v(n) + y'_v(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{h}_k^T d_k(n) + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \hat{s}_{v,j}^T y_j(n).$$ \hfill (10)

The physical error sensor weights, $h_k$, are estimated in a preliminary identification stage and fixed during the online operation. The weighted summary of $\hat{h}_k$ and primary noise $d_k(n)$ estimates the primary noise $\hat{d}_v(n)$ at the virtual location. If the primary paths from the noise source to physical microphones, $p_{k,j}$, and the virtual microphone, $p_{v,j}$, change during the online operation, in the ideal condition, the adaptive filter $w_{v,j}(n)$ can compensate these variations. In practical applications, if the adaptive filter cannot accurately compensate all the variations, using the fixed transfer function $\hat{h}_k$ to achieve $\hat{d}_v(n)$ is not as accurate. Additionally, the acquirement of primary noise $d_k(n)$ depends on the adaptive filter. The primary noise $d_k(n)$ cannot be achieved directly, it is
estimated as \( d_k(n) = e_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) = e_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} [\sum_{i=1}^{K} w_{ij}(n)x_i(n)] \) from Equation (8).

Thus, the accuracy of the virtual sensor largely depends on the adaptive filter \( w_{ij}(n) \) in the varying environment. When \( p_{x,j} \) and \( p_{y,i} \) change, the adaptive filter \( w_{ij}(n) \) starts to compensate these variations according to the error signals. While the virtual error signal is an inaccurate signal unless the adaptive filter compensates all the variations. At this time, the adaptive filter \( w_{ij}(n) \) is updated using an inaccurate signal, this significantly reduces system performance. In addition, exciting the primary speaker with band-limited white noise is not always possible for practical usage. It is hard to generate white noise at the location of a noise source, and locating the noise source is not even feasible in some cases. To overcome these, the algorithm was modified.

3.2. Modified Adaptive LMS Virtual Sensing Algorithm

When the system has converged, the error signals tend to zero, and \( d_v(n) \) and \( d_k(n) \) can be approximated as \( -\sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) \) and \( -\sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) \), respectively.

Equation (7) can be modified as

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{h}_k \sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n). \tag{11}
\]

The factors \( s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) \) and \( s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) \) are the signal \( y_j(n) \) passed through the secondary paths \( s^T_{x,j} \) and \( s^T_{x,j} \), respectively. Thus, exciting the secondary source with band-limited white noise and applying the LMS algorithm, the weights, \( \hat{h}_k \), can be calculated as shown in Figure 5. The proposed algorithm also employs the LMS algorithm to determine the optimal error sensor weights. The mechanism of the proposed algorithm is the same as that of the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm in terms of updating the adaptive filter. Thus, the filter’s coefficients are also updated by Equation (6).

Combining Equations (7)–(10), the error signal at the virtual sensor position can be calculated as

\[
\hat{e}_v(n) = d_v(n) + y'_v(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{h}_k [e_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n)] + \sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n). \tag{12}
\]

From Equation (11), we have \( \sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) \approx \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{h}_k \sum_{j=1}^{J} s^T_{x,j} y_j(n) \), and Equation (12) can be written as

\[
\hat{e}_v(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{h}_k e_k(n). \tag{13}
\]
The proposed algorithm achieves the microphone weights on the basis of the secondary paths, and the secondary paths are fixed during system operation, effectively eliminating the influence of a constantly changing path. Additionally, exciting the secondary path is much more convenient. However, the proposed algorithm is derived under the assumption that the error signals are small enough to be ignored. At the very beginning of the online operation, the error signals are large, and the estimated virtual error signal is consequently relatively inaccurate. Using this inaccurate virtual signal to update the adaptive filter will reduce the system performance. Thus, a control parameter, \( \rho(n) \), is introduced, and the weighted virtual signal, \( \rho(n)e_v(n) \), is used to update the adaptive filter. When the online operation starts, let \( \rho(n) \approx 0 \), then \( \rho(n)e_v(n) \approx 0 \), the effect of an inaccurate virtual error signal is removed.

When the error signals reduce to small values, a more accurate virtual signal can be acquired. At this time, let \( \rho(n) \approx 1 \) and \( \rho(n)e_v(n) \approx \hat{e}_v(n) \), the virtual signal is used to update the adaptive filter.

For this purpose, define

\[
\rho(n) = \lambda \rho(n-1) + (1-\lambda) \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} y'^2_k(n)}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} y'^2_k(n) + K\hat{e}_v^2(n)}
\]

(14)

where \( \lambda \) is the forgetting factor (0.9 < \( \lambda \) < 1).

Initially at \( n = 0 \), there is no canceling signal, i.e., \( y'_k(n) = 0 \) and \( K\hat{e}_v^2(n) \gg \sum_{k=1}^{K} y'^2_k(n) \), hence \( \rho(n) \approx 0 \). When the error signals reduce to a small value, the expression \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} y'^2_k(n)/(\sum_{k=1}^{K} y'^2_k(n) + K\hat{e}_v^2(n)) \) in Equation (14) is approximately equal to 1, hence \( \rho(n) \approx 1 \).

By introducing the virtual error signal, the update of the adaptive filter of multichannel delay-compensated FXLMS, Equation (5), becomes

\[
\mathbf{w}_{ij}(n+1) = \mathbf{w}_{ij}(n) - \mu \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{x}'_{ij,k}(n)e'_k(n) - \rho(n)\mu\mathbf{x}'_{ij,v}(n)e'_v(n)
\]

(15)

where \( \mathbf{x}'_{ij,v}(n) = \hat{s}'_{ij}x_i(n) \) and \( e'_v(n) \) is the delay-compensated virtual error signal. In a similar way of getting the delay-compensated physical error signal, \( e'_k(n) \), in Equation (4), \( e'_v(n) \) is achieved by

\[
e'_v(n) = \hat{e}_v(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{I} \hat{s}'_{ij}y_j(n) + \sum_{j=1}^{I} \sum_{i=1}^{J} \mathbf{w}_{ijd}'(n)x'_{ij,i,j}(n)
\]

(16)

\[
= \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{h}_{kT} \mathbf{e}_k(n) - \sum_{j=1}^{I} \hat{s}'_{ij}y_j(n) + \sum_{j=1}^{I} \sum_{i=1}^{J} \mathbf{w}_{ijd}'(n)x'_{ij,i,j}(n)
\]

4. Experimental Results

A real-time ANC system with \( 1 \times 2 \times 4 \) multi-channel structure is presented in Section 2, with the introduction of improved adaptive virtual sensing algorithm. The proposed system is designed as illustrated in Figure 6, it is evaluated to cancel tonal noises from 100 to 500 Hz. In this paper, all the experiments use the same 300 Hz tone as the primary noise. The sampling rate is set to 2000 Hz, the length of \( \hat{s}'_{ij}, s'_{jj}, \hat{h}_i \), and \( \mathbf{w}_{ij}(n) \) are set to 32, 32, 32, and 64 respectively. Assuming our target location is the origin, a virtual microphone is placed at (0, 0). The four physical error microphones are symmetrically distributed in (20, 20), (−20, 20), (20, −20), and (−20, −20).
In the first experiment, the multichannel ANC system applying the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm and the proposed algorithm were implemented in a stable environment, in which the unknown primary paths are fixed or only have slight changes during the online operation. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the quiet zone generated by these two algorithms, respectively. The quiet zone was obtained in a 60 cm × 60 cm area. We used a sound pressure level (SPL) meter to measure the noise level (in dB) at selected points (every 5 cm interval, 169 points in total) before and after the system operation. The difference in noise level before and after system operation was considered as the noise attenuation at this point. Combining the coordinate and noise attenuation level at these 169 points, the quiet zone was plotted by a MATLAB program.

In this stable environment, both algorithms generated a quiet zone of adequate size and with good performance. The noise reduction performances at the target location were basically the same.

In practical applications, the quiet zone is generated to cancel the noise for the human inside. The movement of people inside this zone will cause some changes of the acoustic path. In some cases, the noise source is moving, which results in a constantly varying primary path. In the second set of experiments, the movement of human being in the quiet zone and the movement of primary speaker were considered as changes in the primary path during online operation.
Figure 6. System setup of the proposed ANC system.

Figure 7. The quiet zone generated by multichannel ANC with the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm in a stable environment.

In practical applications, the quiet zone is generated to cancel the noise for the human inside. The movement of people inside this zone will cause some changes of the acoustic path. In some cases, the noise source is moving, which results in a constantly varying primary path. In the second set of experiments, the movement of human being in the quiet zone and the movement of primary speaker were considered as changes in the primary path during online operation. As we discussed before, if the unknown primary path is constantly varying, the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm cannot maintain excellent performance. The quiet zone generated by the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm in a varying environment is shown in Figure 9. The regions with the best noise reduction were created around four physical microphones, but the noise reduction at the target location significantly decreased. This implies that the effect of the virtual sensor in this condition is limited, so the system is more likely to generate quiet zones at the locations of four separate physical microphones individually. Figure 10 presents the quiet zone generated by the proposed virtual sensing algorithm in this condition. With the contribution of the proposed virtual sensor, the quiet zone

Figure 8. The quiet zone generated by multichannel ANC with the proposed virtual sensing algorithm in a stable environment.

As we discussed before, if the unknown primary path is constantly varying, the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm cannot maintain excellent performance. The quiet zone generated by the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm in a varying environment is shown in Figure 9. The regions with the best noise reduction were created around four physical microphones, but the noise reduction at the target location significantly decreased. This implies that the effect of the virtual sensor in this condition is limited, so the system is more likely to generate quiet zones at the locations of four separate physical microphones individually. Figure 10 presents the quiet zone generated by the proposed virtual sensing algorithm in this condition. With the contribution of the proposed virtual sensor, the quiet zone
zone has better continuity, especially around the target location. Thus, the performance of a virtual sensor is not affected by a varying environment.

![Figure 9](image9.png)

**Figure 9.** The quiet zone generated by multichannel ANC with the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm in the varying environment.

![Figure 10](image10.png)

**Figure 10.** The quiet zone generated by multichannel ANC with the proposed virtual sensing algorithm in the varying environment.

In the third set of experiments, we considered a quiet zone generated using different microphone arrangements. We always assumed our target location was the origin. A virtual microphone was placed at (0, 0).

In Figure 11, the four physical error microphones are distributed as follows: (25, 25), (−25, 25), (−25, −25) and (25, −25). As can be seen in this figure, as the physical sensors moved toward the four vertexes of the square area, so did the regions with the best noise attenuation. At the same time, the noise reduction performance decreased in the middle part of the area. Compared with that in Figure 10, the region with 15 dB noise attenuation is not a connected region. However, with the
contribution of the virtual sensor, the origin still performed relatively well. In fact, the noise reduction around the virtual location significantly decreased.

In Figure 12, the four physical error microphones are distributed as follows: (15, 15), (−15, 15), (−15, −15) and (15, −15). The distance between physical microphones shortened, and the region with high noise attenuation increased. The area with 18 dB noise attenuation became a conjoint region. However, as the physical sensors moved towards the center, the noise reduction on the edges of the square decreased.

![Noise attenuation (dB) of proposed virtual sensing algorithm](image1)

**Figure 11.** The quiet zone generated by the proposed algorithm with physical microphones located at (25, 25), (−25, 25), (−25, −25) and (25, −25).

![Noise attenuation (dB) of proposed virtual sensing algorithm](image2)

**Figure 12.** The quiet zone generated by the proposed algorithm with physical microphones located at (15, 15), (−15, 15), (−15, −15) and (15, −15).

The noise reduction performance of the virtual location and the central region can be obviously increased by shortening the distance between physical microphones. While the quiet zone is created for the human inside it, the microphone distance must be long enough such that people can move freely inside this quiet zone. Thus, a microphone distance that is overly short is not always a feasible
or convenient solution. The level of noise reduction of the virtual location and the central region decreases as the distance between microphones increases, which means that a microphone distance that is too long is not workable. Thus, appropriate microphone arrangement has significant importance for every specific practical application.

5. Conclusions

The virtual sensing technique is utilized in ANC to enhance the noise attenuation in a given location. The adaptive LMS virtual algorithm is frequently used because of its simplicity and good performance, but its performance is significantly decreased when faced with a variable primary path. In this paper, a modified version of the adaptive LMS virtual sensing algorithm is proposed to solve this problem. The quiet zone generated by real-time ANC with the improved algorithm proves that the proposed system has good performance in a constantly changing environment.
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